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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate Council
of the Univeristy of Florida in Partial Fulfillment of the

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

CORRELATION BETWEEN PROFESSORS''INFERENCES
ABOUT STUDENTS' SELF-CONCEPTS AND PROFESSORS'

KNOWLEDGE OF STUDENTS' PARTICIPATION IN A
COMMUNITY COLLEGE COMPENSATORY EDUCATION PROGRAM

By

Charles William Jones

August 1978

Chairman: Robert L. Curran
Major Department: Foundations of Education

The question was raised whether knowledge of students' partici¬

pation in a compensatory education program could be significantly

related to professors' inferences about students' self-concepts.

A post-test only control group design was used to investigate the

possible relationship. The relationships between and among student's

race, sex and program label and professors' inferences about students'

self-concepts were also examined.

Thirty-two professors at Central Florida Community College in

Ocala, Florida, were randomly selected from all faculty at that

college who had from all of their sections at least one white male,

one white female, one black male and one black female who were par¬

ticipants in the college's Basic Education/Special Services compen¬

satory education program.

VI



Professors' inferences about students' self-concepts were

measured on the Florida Key: A Scale To Infer Learner Self-Concept.

The experimental group professors were told explicitly on the rating

forms that the students were participants in the program. Professors

in the control group received no information on students' participa¬

tion. They were asked whether they knew the student was involved

in the program. If the professor had knowledge then that student's

score was deleted from the data. All forms were returned. Half

of the instructors, however, failed to complete one or more of the

forms.

A three-way analysis of variance (race by sex by experimental

group) was used to test the hypotheses. Only main effects were

detected. No significant difference was established for sex. Race

was significant at the .021 level with blacks being rated lower than

whites. Knowledge of program participation approached significance

at the .057 level with higher scores reported when participation

was known.

The significant difference by race was consistent with previous

studies examined. However,the numerical trend for higher scores

when the compensatory label was known was unexpected. Follow-up

studies and further inquiries into the dynamics of this particular

program are definitely needed.

Chairman
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

Equality of opportunity in education has, in recent times, become

a top priority of the federal government. Many state legislatures and

educational systems have taken the initiative in this direction as

well. From the beginning, the mythology of America has incorporated

the notion of equal opportunity. Education, and particularly higher

education, has been recognized as a direct route to that opportunity.

It was not until the decades following the second World War, however,

that higher education began to be identified as a right rather than

as a privilege.

With the passage of the "G.I. Bill of Rights" and its inclusion

of extensive educational benefits, scores of Americans who would have

previously considered a college education unrealistic headed for

academia. What many of these aspirants encountered was a system

embellished with traditionalism, elitism, and stumbling blocks.

The rising tide of the Civil Rights Movement focused great

attention on education. The first major breakthrough was in 1954

when the United States Supreme Court ruled in Brown vs. The Board

of Education (Lockhart, Kamisar, and Choper, 1967) that separate

but equal was not equal. This decision and rulings of the court

increased and sanctioned demands for democracy at the door of

higher education.
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In 1957, the State of Florida implemented a system of junior

colleges which espoused an opportunity of education rivaled by few

states in the U.S. and perhaps the world. The development of the

"Open Door" policy seemed certain to insure equality of opportunity.

Many of these colleges, however, were not nearly open until more than

a decade later.

As federal legislation began producing programs, procedures

and guidelines, the feeling seemed to be that more money, more people,

and more facilities would right the wrongs and make the American

education system live up to its promise of equal opportunity.

In 1966, the so-called Coleman Report shocked many observers and

gratified others by proclaiming that money and facilities probably

have little effect on positive change.

What does significantly affect positive change? Unfortunately

the definitive answer to that question has not been found. Some

researchers such as Rist (1970), Combs (1959) or Purkey (1970),

contend that an important kind of influence consists of the percep¬

tions, attitudes and beliefs of those charged with the carrying out

of the educational process. Their perceptions, attitudes and beliefs

significantly determine the eventual outcome of that process, not

only as it relates to individuals but to entire groups or classes

of people.

That theoretical approach presuppposes that the perceptions and

expectations that individuals have towards others are based on the

integration of knowledge of characteristics of those others with their

own past experiences. Very simply, knowledge of student characteris¬

tics may significantly affect the perceptions, attitudes and beliefs

that teachers hold about the student.
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There are literally thousands of characteristics that could be

enumerated concerning any given individual. Social pressure and

resulting legislation have focused primarily on race and sex and,

to a lesser degree, age. Coleman (1966), Rist (1970), and Jencks

(1972) have asserted that family background and socioeconomic

status are significant characteristics affecting educational oppor¬

tunities. Rist is explicit in his belief that family background

and socioeconomic status affect the perceptions of teachers. It

would probably be safe to assume that Coleman and Jencks would concur.

One characteristic which research on such perceptions has some¬

what ignored at the post-secondary level has been the student's in¬

volvement in any of a variety of programs developed to enhance

educational opportunities and the resultant labels associated with

those programs. It is a rare post-secondary school or college which

does not have a remedial, compensatory, developmental or nontraditional

program. They carry various titles and descriptions, but the implica¬

tions of placing a student into one of these programs would appear to

be clear, i.e., that the student is incapable of achieving through the

"normal" route or process for one reason or another.

Is it possible that participation in one of these programs has

become a significant characteristic used by teachers in determining

their attitudes, values and beliefs concerning that student? And if

it has, does it contribute to a positive or negative set of percep¬

tions and values?

The question has become more important since the federal guide¬

lines for the main federal programs, Upward Bound, Talent Search and

Special Services, have been broadened to include and assist not only
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financially deficient students but also those who are culturally,

socially or academically disadvantaged and those who are handicapped

as wel 1.

This change is very important because previously, inclusion in

those programs almost certainly meant that the student was from a

lower socioeconomic background. The new guidelines have made that

implication much less of a certainty.

At Central Florida Community College in Ocala, Florida, there

have been various attempts to provide educational opportunities for

academically deficient students through remediation since the middle

sixties. In 1972, a new department was established to offer courses

in various disciplines to students who were academically deficient.

It was designated as Basic Education but it was not a remedial program.

It offered five three semester hour college level academic courses

for fully transferable credit. The program used a variety of approaches

including mastery learning, criterion reference, non-punitive grading,

small instructor-student ratio, emphasizing interpersonal contact and

communication and tutoring.

In 1974 a Special Services grant was awarded to the college and

specifically to the Basic Education Department. Since then that

department has expanded and serves nearly a thousand students per year.

A complete description of the program is included in Appendix B.

With the support of the administration, the program has expanded

its clientele to include anyone who can be expected to have or has

been shown to have difficulty in a traditional academic setting.

This definition of eligible clientele has a tremendous range of

interpretation. Such groups as veterans, foreign nationals and
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returning adults are included with those who are financially, cul¬

turally, socially or academically disadvantaged or handicapped.

The services utilized by these groups may vary, but they are all

in the same Basic Education/Special Services classes. In effect,

they have been labeled as Basic Education/Special Services students.

It is evident that this format is not the usual remedial or

"bone-head" program and is moving further from that stereotype with

its continued expansion. What is unclear, however, is whether other

faculty on the Central Florida campus recognize those distinctions

as they relate to the students.

Since its inception, the Basic Education/Special Services

program has drawn great criticism. Much of it has come from other

department chairmen and may well be politically motivated. Some of

the most vocal critics have been other faculty members. Most of the

criticism seems to be aimed at the educational philosophy and theory

of the program and its methods, while some seem to question the

social-political theory and application of equal opportunity programs.

Statistically at least, the program appears to be successful.

The graduation rate for the "high-risk" students who go through at

least two courses in the program is equal to or greater than the

rate for regular students, according to a long term retention study

carried on by the program (Simpson, 1976).

Other findings, in an unpublished study by the Counseling

Department of Central Florida Community College (Weaver, 1976),

indicated that there did seem to be a drop in grades in subsequent

related courses. No explanation for the drop was offered.
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It is also unclear whether the faculty of the campus understand

what the Basic Education/Special Services program is all about or

whether any criticism of the program may be affecting the students

who are involved in it.

Purpose

The purpose of this study is to determine whether knowledge of

students being Basic Education/Special Services students is related

to instructors' inferences about the students' self-concepts.

Additionally, the variables of race and sex will be examined to see

whether they contribute to variance in perceptions by instructors.

The significance of the present study will be to determine

(1) whether knowledge of a student being labeled as Basic Education/

Special Services is related to an instructor's perception of the

student's self-concept and, if the perception is, whether it is

related to a positive or negative inferred self-concept, (2) whether

race is a significant factor in the perceptions reported by instruc¬

tors, (3) whether sex is a significant factor in perceptions,

(4) whether a combination of these factors is significant in the

perceptions held by the faculty and (5) whether further study of

the labeling of students as Basic Education/Special Services is

indicated. It is particularly important to know whether the label,

Basic Education/Special Services, is contributing to any negative

perceptions since the students must complete more than 75 percent of

their required hours with instructors in other than the Basic

Education/Special Services program. Also, many of the students

will need follow-up services after they leave the Basic Education/

Special Services courses.
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Additionally, this will be significant because of its emphasis

on higher education. As the next chapter, Review of the Literature,

will indicate, most studies of teacher perceptions have been done

at the elementary and secondary levels. As the pressures continue

to mount on higher education for equal opportunities of education,

this study should contribute to a better understanding of how to

make those programs more effective and whether what goes on in the

elementary and secondary levels is similar to what goes on at the

college level.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

The concept that one person's beliefs may affect or be related

to the behavior of another person is certainly not new or startling.

Folk wisdom and popular literature such as Pygmalion, later drama¬

tized as My Fair Lady, or the ageless Wizard of Oz, has exhalted

the power of expectation and self-fulfilling prophecy.

Although human behavior is an extremely complex subject, there

does seem to be a great deal of agreement that human behavior is a

product of the individual's interaction with the environment. A

particularly significant part of that environment is other people

and their behavior.

Numerous constructs and labels have been developed to cate¬

gorize and systematize that behavior. Such constructs as culture,

social structure, social organization, social system, social in¬

stitutions, etc., are used to convey meaning about that behavior.

"Values" is a construct which is used to express a prioritizing

or arranging of behaviors into categories understood as good or

bad or even desirable or undesirable by an individual or group.

Exactly how these values are developed is not totally agreed upon.

However, the weight of agreement certainly seems to be on the side

of an environmental interaction theory rather than a notion of

"a priori" development of these values.

8
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As the social scientist or psychologist studies human behavior,

it is nearly impossible not to notice the vast range of interpre¬

tation of the environment and behavior among and within cultures

or even individuals themselves.

Of particular importance is the compounding variable known as

perception. This seemingly apparent factor has been seen as sig¬

nificant enough to give rise to a whole branch of psychology. Per¬

ceptual psychology, included in the label humanistic psychology,

contends that the world is explored and understood in terms of the

way it is perceived by each individual. Relating perceptions to

behavior, Combs states, "All behavior, without exception, is a

function of the behaver's perceptual field at the instant of behaving."

He goes on to assert, "If behavior is a function of perception, it

follows that to understand behavior it will be necessary to study

the factors influencing perception in the individual" (Avila, Combs,

and Purkey, 1971, p. 118).

In the field of education, self-theorist Purkey contends, "The

ways significant others evaluate the student directly affect the

student's conception of his academic ability. This in turn establishes

limits on his success in school. Teachers, in their capacity of

significant others, need to view students in essentially positive

ways and hold favorable expectations" (Purkey, 1970, p. 47).

Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) brought interest in teacher effects

on students to new heights when they published Pygmalion in the

Classroom. In their book they seemed to present data that would

substantiate Purkey's and others' contentions that teacher expec¬

tations can be significant in student development. Over the years
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numerous studies, to be reviewed in the following pages, have examined

this question. An important dichotomy has developed in this field

and needs to be elaborated on because of its application to the

research at hand.

Jerome B. Dusek (1975), a researcher in this field, makes the

distinction between "teacher bias" and "teacher expectancy." Dusek

states, "'teacher bias' will refer to significant effects due to

teachers' differential expectations for students' performance in

the case where expectancies have been induced by a principal inves¬

tigator. That is, teacher bias refers to a manipulation of the

teacher's expectancies by a principal investigator." He continues

with, "The term 'teacher expectancy' will refer to significant

effects due to the teachers' own, self-generated expectations re¬

garding students' performance. In this case, it is the teachers'

own expectancy, formed however teachers form it, which is related

to students' performance" (Dusek, 1975, p. 679).

Dusek (1973, 1975), O'Connell, Dusek and Wheeler (1974), Finn

(1972), Brandt and Hayden (1974), Jose and Cody (1971), Van Alst

(1973) and various others contend that mixed findings in studies,

and particularly those intending to replicate Rosenthal and Jacobson,

have resulted from a confusion of these distinctions.

The main purpose of this dissertation is to study the relation¬

ship between knowledge of a program label and the teachers' percep¬

tions of students so labeled. Basically, it is an attempt to deter¬

mine whether the knowledge of a student having been in a particular

program seems to be a basis for developing "teacher expectancy."

Additionally, the variables of sex, race and combinations of sex,

race and label will be examined.
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The literature dealing with "teacher expectancy" will be covered

first. The literature on the related "teacher bias" will follow.

Some "teacher bias" studies will be useful in discussing "teacher

expectancy" and may be covered there.

Teacher Expectancies: Where Do They Come From?

Program Label, Ability Grouping, or Perceived Ability

Although no articles dealing with expectancies concerning com¬

pensatory programs in higher education were found, related areas

are presented here.

Hankinson (1970) found significant differences in teacher

expectancies for students in Title I and non-Title I schools. He

suggested that this type of label may have affected expectancies

because of the economic composition of the school implicit in the label.

Finn (1972) could not show any main effects based on IQ in a

"teacher bias" experiment. It did appear that urban teachers tended

to rate equivalent writing samples higher for high IQ students than

for low IQ students. After reviewing his and related studies, Finn

made a distinction similar to Dusek's (1975) concerning naturalistic

versus induced studies. He concluded that teachers did hold differ¬

ential expectations for achievement, that these expectations did

bias evaluations, and that the most influential factor affecting

those perceptions was the perceived ability level of the student.

He felt that it was questionable whether manipulation, particularly

based on a single test score, was feasible.

Schwarz and Cook (1972) examined the extreme program label

EMR (educable mentally retarded). They had teachers of EMRS rate
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their expectations for development by their students. No signifi¬
cant relationship was established between expectation and achieve¬

ment and the variables accounting for variance in expectancy scores

could not accurately be established.

Yoshida and Meyers (1975) found no significant difference in

expectancy when regular and EMR classroom teachers were asked to

rate students randomly labeled as either EMR or regular. They

concluded, "The results of this study do not support the arguments

of the labeling perspective and call into question its theoretical

framework. The EMR label did not differentially affect the teacher's

expectancy within the context of this study" (Yoshida and Meyers,
1975, p. 535).

Foster, Schmidt, and Sabatino (1976) in the related area of

learning disabilities, found exactly the opposite of Yoshida and

Meyers (1975). Two groups of elementary teachers were shown a video¬

tape of a normal fourth grade boy engaged in various activities.

The control group was told, prior to viewing the tape, that the

boy was normal. The experimental group was told that he was learning
disabled. The experimental group rated the boy more negatively

(p.c.OOl) than the control group did on referral forms filled out

after viewing. They concluded that, "The data obtained in this

study strongly suggest that the label of learning disabled generates
a negative bias on the part of classroom teachers and this bias is

sufficient to alter teacher's observations of actual child behavior"

(Foster, Schmidt and Sabatino, 1976, p. 113).

Clearly, the question of label effects on expectancy has not

been answered.
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Brandt and Hayden (1974) wanted to attempt a pure experimental

study of teacher attitudes and expectancies so they turned to the

computer. They simulated students on the computer and volunteer

teachers responded to the imaginary students. The volunteers did

not know that the students were imaginary and were, in fact, given

various academic data on the student. The results suggested that

the teachers' attitudes and expectations were more influenced by

actual performance than by ascribed academic characteristics.

Williams (1975) studied sixteen thousand male and female

students who began school in Toronto in 1959. He found that the

single most important source of teacher expectation was the school's

certification of the students' aptitude by ability grouping, even

when the students' past performance, current ambition and academic

aptitude were held constant.

Persell (1976) found that most studies of tracking that have

been done in the United States have not studied the effect on

teacher expectations.

Flowers (1966) and Schrank (1968, 1970) present some interest¬

ing data on perceived ability using essentially "teacher bias"

techniques. Flowers (1966) shifted two experimental groups of seventh

grade students to higher ability sections than their test scores

warranted without student or teacher knowledge. Two control groups,

matched on IQ and achievement, were not shifted. Based on teacher

answered questionnaires, Flowers inferred from the results that track

placement did affect teacher expectations. Teachers favored the high

ability groups and seemed to be more aware when those inferred to

be high ability needed remedial help. They also appeared to try to
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motivate the reputedly higher ability students more than the comparable
control groups.

Schrank's (1968) experiment is particularly significant because

it dealt with college level instructors. He randomly assigned one

hundred enlisted airmen at the United States Air Force Preparatory
School to five instructional sections. Instructors were told that

the sections were homogeneously grouped by ability. Significant

differences were found when section grades were compared; the

"higher groups" received higher grades.

Schrank (1970) replicated the study except that time the

instructors knew that the students had not been grouped according
to ability. In that study no significant differences could be

found in grades by section.

Schrank (1970) points out that teacher expectancies were not

measured but were only inferred and he feels that the most that

can be claimed is that tracking might be a critical influence on

teacher expectancies, but that further study is needed.

Persell (1976) noted that studies of tracking and ability

grouping that have addressed the question of teacher expectancy
seemed to concur with Flowers (1966) and Schrank (1968, 1970) that

ability grouping did appear to affect teacher perception and ex¬

pectation.

Cornbleth, Davis and Button (1974) addressed the question of

effects of teacher expectancy based on perceived ability. She asked

student teachers to rate their secondary students in terms of ability
at the beginning of the class. Observational interactional studies

were carried on as part of the student teachers' regular evaluation
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so that they were unaware of the study. The results were that

students rated as low were given significantly fewer opportunities

to respond and interact. Students rated as high received significantly

more direct questions, even at the lower levels of Bloom's Taxonomy.

Also for the students rated "low" there was a decreasing amount of

feedback in pupil created interactions. Cornbleth, Davis and Button

concluded that teacher expectations and resultant behavior may not

be mitigated by actual classroom experience.

Brandt and Hayden (1974) found the classroom experience more

influential, but it should be noted that their study dealt with

investigator generated characteristics (similar to a "teacher bias"

paradigm) whereas Cornbleth (1974) was dealing with teacher generated

characteristics (i.e. "teacher expectancy").

Dusek (1973) conducted a one and one half year experimental

longitudinal study of "teacher bias" and "teacher expectancy" effects

on the Stanford Achievement Test performance of children in two

second grade and two fourth grade classrooms. He found no "bias"

effects, i.e. input of false information had no effect on teacher

expectation or student performance. However, he concluded that

teachers were good predictors of academic potential and teacher

expectations were based on relevant academic criteria.

O'Connell, Dusek and Wheeler (1974) continued the original

study and their findings were similar.

Guskin and Guskin (1970) summarized their work and the feelings

of many investigators when they stated, "Labels and stereotypes

can have an important impact on perception when more reliable infor¬

mation is absent, but tend to have little significance when more
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directly observable and relevant cues are present" (Guskin and

Guskin, 1970, p. 30).

Teacher Expectancies and Sex

Rowell (1971) attempted to distinguish attitudinal and expec¬

tancy differences for instructors based on students' sex but could

not reach significant levels.

Finn's (1972) study did find differential expectations for

white females and males, but no sex distinctions for blacks. However,

those distinctions seemed to be interrelated with the teacher

characteristic of either urban or suburban.

Veldman and Brophy (1974) found that pupil sex was not a factor

in teacher predictions of post-test scores, i.e., it was not a

factor in teacher expectations in a pre-post test study of achievement

gains on a standardized achievement test of second and third graders.

Chang (1975) did a correlational study of the relationship

between self-concept, academic achievement, and teachers' ratings

of childrens' self-concept of one hundred and ninety seven pupils

from fourth, fifth and sixth grades. No relationships could be

distinguished on the basis of students' sex.

However, Aron (1975) did a "teacher bias" study in which he

manipulated students' ethnicity, sex, and ability. He found sig¬

nificant interactions between sex of student and teacher expectations.

Van Alst (1973) had attempted a "teacher bias" study but was

unable to establish significant relationships between student sex

and teacher expectations.

More than anything else, these last two studies point to the

contradictory results referred to by Dusek (1975) when he examined

"teacher bias" experiments.
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The study by Williams (1975), reported earlier, did find student

sex to be related to teacher expectations.

Teacher Expectancies and Race

Deitz and Purkey (1969) studied one hundred and forty seven

white graduate students in the College of Education at the University
of Florida. The graduate students had been employed as classroom

teachers within the previous two years. A hypothetical adolescent

boy was described in a paragraph including economic and family back¬

ground, likes and dislikes and the previous year's discipline records.

The experimental paragraph was identical except it included the

descriptor "Negro." Either an experimental or a control paragraph

was distributed randomly to each of the subjects. The subjects were

asked to read the paragraph and estimate the boy's future academic

performance using a seven point scale. The difference between means

was not significant at the .05 level. They concluded that race was

not a factor in expectancy.

Roeber (1970) completed a similar study on thirty female ele¬

mentary school personnel from the Detroit area. That study found

that race was not significant when other information was available,

e.g., test scores, record of achievement, or comments of former

teachers.

In contrast to those studies was one by Buford (1973). Fifteen

third and fourth grade teachers in Title I schools in a central Texas

city were asked to indicate expected student achievement. It was a

two year study with seven hundred and fifteen students.

Buford then computed an "objectively predicted achievement"

for the same students based on their cumulative record. The findings
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showed significant differences in expectations based on race. The

teachers expected greater achievement from whites than was warranted

by objective predictors and significantly under-expected for Mexicans

and blacks.

Pugh (1974) found race to be significantly related to evaluations

of tape-recordings of junior high school students reading the same

brief passage in a study conducted in Dade County, Florida. The

results indicated that whites were favored over blacks. Blacks who

were perceived as white were more favored than whites who were per¬

ceived as black.

The study by Chang (1975) mentioned previously, seemed to

indicate that teachers were coming into the classroom with differing

perceptions of the child's self-concept and those differences were

significant on the basis of race.

Persell's (1976) review of related research found that the

preponderance of studies indicated that race did influence teacher

expectations.

While there is no clear-cut decision on whether race influences

the expectations of teachers, there is enough evidence to make such

a relationship plausible.

Teacher Expectancies and Socioeconomic Status (SES)

Ray Rist (1970) presented a longitudinal study, following a

single group of black students who began kindergarten in 1967. They
were followed and observed through the second grade.

At the beginning of the school year the kindergarten teacher

had four sources of information about students available to her.

The first was a pre-registration form which called for age of student,
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parent's name, address, phone number, and a listing of pre-school

experiences. The second source was a list supplied by the school

social worker of students who lived in homes receiving welfare

funds. The third source was an interview with the mother and child.

The fourth source of information was personal experience and the

experience of other teachers with older siblings. None of the

sources was directly related to academic potential.

With that information plus eight days of observations and

interactions, the teacher assigned the students to three groups;

high, medium and low. Rist found four dimensions upon which the

kindergarten teacher based her grouping of them: (1) physical

appearance, (2) interaction behavior with the teacher and among

students, (3) use of language and, (4) social background.

Rist felt that the overwhelming value was middle class, i.e.,

ease of interaction with adults, high degree of verbalization in

standard English, ability to become a leader, neat and clean, well

educated family, employed and living together and interested in

the child, and ability to participate as a group member. Rist

concluded that placement of the children then appeared to result

from their possessing or lacking certain desired cultural charac¬

teristics perceived as important by the teacher.

Such grouping carried on through first and second grade to

such an extent that Rist commented, "The child's journey through

the early grades of school at one reading level and in one social

grouping appeared to be preordained from the eighth day of kinder¬

garten" (Rist, 1970, p. 435).

Hankinson's (1970) article, mentioned earlier, did find sig¬

nificant differences in teacher expectancy between Title I and
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non-Title I schools, suggesting that knowledge of economic compo¬

sition of the school could affect expectations.

Jose and Cody (1971) attempted a replication of Rosenthal and

Jacobson's (1968) study but were unable to show any significant

difference among variables. The explanation offered by several of

the subjects was that they knew the children and their backgrounds

and therefore knew what the child could be expected to do.

Persell (1976) reported that of seven studies dealing with

expectancy and socioeconomic status examined, four showed a

positive relationship, but three could demonstrate no relationship

at all.

Teacher Bias

Although the present research is not actually a "teacher bias"

study, those studies have been influential in the development of

this research. The literature in that area may serve to illuninate

what is currently being undertaken in the "teacher expectancy" area.

Two distinct groups of "teacher bias" studies appear in the

literature. One group uses the tutoring situation for their context

of study while the othergroup uses in-class situations. Within

the in-class studies, two distinct groups appear. One uses "academic

blooming" as pioneered by Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968), while the

other group uses falsification of test scores, IQ, or track assign¬

ments .

Tutoring

Beez (1968) did establish significant differences in achieve¬

ment by students whose tutors had been told that their student would

either adjust and do well or not. He suggested that teachers may
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both teach differently and try to teach different amounts to children

depending on their bias regarding the child's ability.

Rubovits and Maehr (1971) studied whether tutors differed in

the amount of attention given to students with differing ascribed

characteristics. The labels "gifted" and "non-gifted" produced

no significant differences in amount of attention given, but did

produce a different pattern of attention and praise given to children

in each of the groups. More questions and praise were directed

towards "gifted" children.

In a replication, Rubovits and Maehr (1973) found similar re¬

sults. However, white students did receive more attention than

black in that study.

Rothbart, Dalfen, and Barrett (1971) had done a similar study

with similar results.

Although these studies seem to indicate differential treatment

based on ascribed characteristics it must be noted that, except for

Beez (1968), no difference in learning could be distinguished when¬

ever learning was assessed.

Dusek (1975) suggested that findings of this sort might represent

merely an attempt by the tutors to provide optimal learning atmospheres

for children with differing teaching needs.

In-Class Situations

"Academic blooming." Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) randomly

chose approximately 20 percent of the children in eighteen elementary

classrooms to be labeled as potential "academic bloomers." All students

were given an IQ test disguised as a test to predict "academic blooming.

Teachers were given the names of those randomly chosen as "academic
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bloomers." Across all classrooms, the year-end IQ retest showed an

approximate four IQ point advantage for the experimental group. In

first and second grades the experimental group gained by as much as

fifteen points over the control group. Rosenthal and Jacobson

concluded that the experimental group showed higher gains because

of higher expectancies by teachers.

However, severe methodological criticism, particularly by Thorn¬

dike (1968, 1969) and Jensen (1969) and the question of regression

by Claiborn (1969), have haunted this study.

Claiborn (1969) attempted to replicate the Rosenthal and Jacobson

study but could not produce any significant differences in IQ gains.

Anderson and Rosenthal (1968) investigated "teacher bias" with

retarded boys at a daycamp. The only significant change was a decrease

in IQ by the experimental group.

Conn, Edwards, Rosenthal, and Crowne (1968) attempted to replicate

Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) and found no significant changes.

Rosenthal, Baratz and Hall (1974) attempted a replication of the

original study using grades one through six of an all black school.

Only in the fifth grade did the experimental group score significantly

higher than the control group. Although "teacher bias" effects were

claimed, no explanation was offered as to why only the fifth grade

showed the effect.

Jose and Cody (1971) also attempted a replication of Rosenthal

and Jacobson (1968) but could produce no significant results.

Dusek and O'Connell (1973) and O'Connell, Dusek and Wheeler (1974)

repeated attempts to manipulate teacher expectancies in regard to

subject matters. They also attempted measuring the relationship be¬

tween teachers' own expectancies regarding the students' performance
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and actual student achievement. The manipulation section of the

study could produce no significant changes, however, teacher ranking

was strongly related to actual performance. They concluded that

teachers did not bias student performance but were good predictors

of student academic potential.

"Teacher bias" studies, using the idea of academic blooming,

have generally failed to replicate and/or substantiate the original

findings of Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968).

Falsification of test scores, IQ, or track assignment. Flowers'

(1966) study, presented earlier, seemed to indicate that shifting of

the experimental groups to higher than warranted tracks did affect

teachers' expectations. IQ test performance was not significantly

different, and achievement test scores were significantly higher

for the experimental group in only one of the two schools.

Schrank's studies (1968, 1970), did show significant grade

differences when tracking assignments were manipulated. As this

study used adult students and instructors, one possible explanation

might be that teachers' perceptions and expectancies are more affected

and possibly biased when track assignments appear to be based on

substantial historical data.

Fleming and Anttonen (1971) attempted various manipulations of

IQ scores of second graders, including not providing them. The results

indicated no "teacher bias" effects on Stanford Achievement Test

performance, self-concept, or school grades.

While this section does not establish "teacher bias" effects,

it does seem to indicate that manipulation of certain variables,

particularly track assignment, may result in "teacher bias" effects

for teacher-rated performance measures.
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Conclusion

The fact that teachers hold differential expectations based on

various factors seems well established. Whether teachers, in turn,

bias the learning of students is not known.

Dusek states it well,

To the extent that teachers' self-generated expectancies. . .

are based on sound, objective data regarding students'
abilities, then the teacher is not biasing students' edu¬
cation. Rather, the teachers' differential behavior toward
the students in the classroom may reflect effective teaching
style differences for students with differing needs. However,
if these expectancies are based on impressions or information
irrelevant to academic success, as is suggested by the work
of Rist (1970), then the teachers' expectancies may cause
some students to be treated in a manner that may bias their
interest in school and related activities and may contribute
to their doing poorly in terms of academic achievement. At
the present, further research aimed at determining the bases
upon which teachers form their expectancies for students'
performance and the relationship of these bases to students'
achievement in the academic situation are needed. (Dusek,
1975, p. 680).

The present study is an attempt to examine possible bases for

expectations or perceptions held by professors of college students

involved with a compensatory education program at Central Florida

Community College in Ocala, Florida.

This chapter has contained representative samples of the kinds

of work that have been attempted in this field of study. A more

exhaustive listing of sources is included in the second part of the

bibliography entitled "Additional Sources in the Areas of Teachers'

Perceptions and Expectations."



CHAPTER III

HYPOTHESES

It is doubtful that any educator would knowingly establish a

program, procedure or practice that would lead instructors to lower

their perceptions of a student's self-concept. Unless we postulate

some malicious or sinister purpose on the part of those who have

created and implemented equal opportunity programs, we must believe

that they were then, and are now, wel1-intended persons.

The literature, as reported in the previous chapter, indicates

that there is some question as to whether the "labeling" of students

is related to the subsequent perceptions or expectations held by

the teachers of those students. No studies addressing the labeing

of "high-risk" college students could be found.

There were no specific data from other researchers, but the

studies found make it plausible that labeling associated with

ability grouping may have an effect on teacher expectancy. The

suspicion that knowledge of student's involvement in the program

at Central Florida Community College may affect the expectancy of

their subsequent professors becomes even stronger when coupled with

the turmoil and controversy which have surrounded the Basic Education/

Special Services Program.

It might appear that only negative expectations could develop.

It is possible, however, that positive perceptions could develop as

well. The graduation and retention rate for the "high-risk" students
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is equal to or greater than the rate for regular students. That

information has been widely disseminated on the Central Florida

campus and it could have the effect of making the program participants

appear more likely to succeed because of being in the program.

Therefore, their program label could generate positive expectations

on the part of their subsequent professors.

The null form of the hypothesis was used to reduce the possi¬

bility of error because of the lack of previous data and clearer

indications of what could reasonably be expected. The primary empha¬

sis of this study was the program label, Basic Education/Special

Services. The variables of race and sex were examined also. Race

and sex are both disputed factors concerning expectancy, and cannot

be overlooked as possible sources of variance in expectations. This

is true not only as individual factors, but particularly in various

combinations.

In order to better understand the problem the following hypoth¬

eses will be tested:

1. There will be no significant difference between the mean

scores on modified Florida Key: A Scale to Infer Learner

Self-Concept forms completed by instructors who have and

those who do not have explicit knowledge of a student's

being labeled as a Basic Education/Special Services student.

2. There will be no significant difference between mean scores

on modified Florida Keys for black and white students.

There will be no significant difference between mean scores

on modified Florida Keys for male and female students.

3.
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4. There will be no significant difference between mean scores

on modified Florida Keys for any group combination of Basic

Education/Special Services label, race, and/or sex.



CHAPTER IV

THE DESIGN

Introduction

The design that was used is described in Campbell and Stanley's

Experimental and Quasi-Experimental Design for Research (1963), as

the "Posttest - Only Control Group Design" (Campbell and Stanley,

1963, p. 25). They consider it a true experimental design and

symbolize it as follows:

R X 0

R 0

According to Campbell and Stanley, "While the pretest is a concept

deeply embedded in the thinking of research workers in education and

psychology, it is not actually essential to true experimental designs

"Furthermore," they add, "in educational research ... we must

frequently experiment with methods for the initial introduction of

entirely new subject matter, for which pretests in the ordinary sense

are impossible ..." (Campbell and Stanley, 1963, p. 25). In the

current study the groups each consisted of sixteen faculty members at

Central Florida Community College, Ocala, Florida. The "X," or treat

ment, was the informing of an instructor that a particular student

was, in fact, a Basic Education/Special Services student. The "0,"

or observation, was a modified version of The Florida Key: A Scale

to Infer Learner Self-Concept completed by the instructor.
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Samp!ing

An instructor was placed into an available pool if a computerized
student distribution analysis revealed that instructor had at least

one white male student, one white female student, one black male

student and one black female student who was currently or previously
a Basic Education/Special Services student in all of his or her

sections. Students were defined as Basic Education/Special Services

if they were currently or previously enrolled in two or more Basic

Education/Special Services courses. The faculty in the Basic Education/

Special Services department were not eligible to be included in the pool.
Two groups of sixteen instructors were randomly selected from

the pool. One was randomly selected as the experimental group. The

students for whom the instructor completed a Florida Key were chosen

in the following manner. On a computerized student distribution

analysis the four groups of students, black male, balck female,

white male, white female, were identified for each instructor. As

previously stated, only those instructors with at least one Basic

Education/Special Services student in each of those groups was in¬

cluded in the pool of available subjects. If a particular instructor

was selected then one student from each student category was randomly
selected to have the Florida Key completed on him or her. There

were always equal numbers of student subjects selected in each of

the categories and all instructors selected were asked to complete

equal numbers of Florida Key forms.
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Variable Controls

The variables of race and sex were naturalistically defined
and any interactions were examined and controlled statistically.
Knowledge of whether a student was a Basic Education/Special Services
student was more difficult to control. The experimental group

(those who had explicit knowledge) was not a problem. They were

explicitly informed of the student's label on the Florida Key form.
The control group, on the other hand, was assumed not to have know¬

ledge of the student's label as Basic Education/Special Services.

To control that assumption the following question appeared on the

control group form of the Florida Key: "To your immediate knowledge,
has this student ever taken a Basic Education/Special Services course?

Yes , No , I don't know ." Those student subjects whose in¬

structors in the control group indicated "yes," they knew that the

student had taken a Basic Education/Special Services course, were

dropped from that sample.

It could be a source of error if an instructor did not accurately
report his knowledge concerning that student's attendance in a Basic

Education/Special Services class. It was assumed that the instructors

were being truthful.

It is possible that the responses might have been contaminated

by the fact that a Basic Education/Special Services faculty member
was conducting the study since Basic Education/Special Services is

frequently involved in on-campus political struggles. That type
of contamination was hopefully avoided by having the office of the

Academic Dean distribute and collect the instruments. It was made

clear in a cover letter over the dean's signature that the study was
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being done as a doctoral dissertation but from what area of campus

and who the author was remained, at least temporarily, unknown.

The specific purpose of the study was not stated. A general

statement to the effect that inferred self-concept of students was

being studied was included. Anyone who considered deliberately

biasing their response one way or the other should not have known

which way to go.

It is recognized that having the Academic Dean's office dis¬

tribute and collect the data could have, in itself, contaminated

the responses. It was seen as the lesser of the possible evils.

Validity

Internal Validity

According to Campbell and Stanley, this design has very good

internal validity. Internal validity is of the utmost importance

because of the need to verify that what seems to be happening is most

likely actually happening since this study is focusing on a particular

problem in a particular institution. It may be argued, however,

that because of the way the original instructor pool was obtained

any effects that might have been discovered are only generalizable

to instructors who share characteristics with those in the pool.

That is probably not significant because if instructors do not have

Basic Education/Special Services students in their classes, it is

unlikely that the perceptions or behaviors of those instructors

will have any direct effect on Basic Education/Special Services students.

Campbell and Stanley gave this design positive marks on all

factors they considered as threats to internal validity. That indicated

that they considered them all to be controlled by this design.
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External Validity

According to Campbell and Stanley, threats to external validity
are at best controlled by the design and at worst are only possible

sources of concern. Interaction of testing and treatment is controlled

mainly by the lack of a pretest. Interaction of selection and treat¬

ment is a possible source of concern but should be controlled through

sampling and statistical analysis. Reactive arrangements are considered

possible sources of concern and are probably the greatest threats

to external validity for the study at hand. Whether the instructors

will react to being part of a study is difficult to predict or determine.

The entire question of external validity is probably superfluous.

The innumerable variables which have come together to produce the

situation at Central Florida Community College are most unlikely to

be found anywhere else. The situation is, for all intents and pur¬

poses, unique. Any generalizations to other situations would be very

rough approximations. Any findings from this study should be viewed

merely as guides to research at other institutions and perhaps as

a "yardstick" by which to compare results from that research.



CHAPTER V

INSTRUMENTATION

The Florida Key: A Scale to Infer Learner Self-Concept

The instrument used in this study to measure teacher perceptions

was a modified version of The Florida Key: A Scale to Infer Learner

Self-Concept. It is herein referred to as the Florida Key.

The Florida Key began originally as the Combs and Soper Scale

for Inferring Self-Concept (Combs, Soper and Courson, 1963). That

instrument was developed out of Combs' recognition that self-reports

of self-concept were only what the subject was willing and able to

disclose to someone else and not necessarily what the individual

truly believed about himself. Combs believed that inferences by

trained professionals, based on observation, would be more accurate

representations of self-concept.

Purkey published a modification of the Combs and Soper Scale

for Inferring Self-Concept in 1968 (Purkey, 1968). Purkey, Cage

and Graves published The Florida Key: A Scale to Infer Learner

Self-Concept in 1973 (Purkey, Cage and Graves, 1973).

Validity and Reliability

Construct validity was established statistically. Concurrent

validity with a self-report type self-concept scale could not be

achieved (Purkey, Cage and Graves, 1973). The lack of concurrent

validity was not considered detrimental to the use of the instrument.
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Reliability was established both through an analysis of variance

procedure for several respondents in a study and by determining co¬

efficients of reliability employing the split-halves procedure for

all respondents in that same study. An index of reliability of .84

was obtained through the analysis of variance procedure. Coefficients

of reliability using the split-halves procedure ranged from .62 to

.96. The split-halves estimate of reliability of total score across

all teachers was .93.

Reasons for Use

The Florida Key is used to infer learner self-concept. What it

actually measures, according to personal correspondence with Dr.

Purkey, is teacher perception. That is, it is no more than a reflec¬

tion of an instructor's evaluation of particular student characteristics

and behaviors. The research being undertaken here is precisely that,

i.e., teacher perceptions.

One of the particularly valuable aspects of using this scale,

as in this study, is that the focus of the instructor completing the

form is on the student rather than on him or herself. This should

tend to minimize dangers inherent in what is essentially a self-

report of perceptions.

There are various reasons for using this scale other than the

"blind" effect and established validity and reliability. It is

readily available, inexpensive, easy to understand, quickly completed

and it is not copyrighted.
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Modification

The original Florida Key was deisgned for elementary and secondary

schools and some of the words and phrases were inappropriate for the

college level. A classroom use of the scale with comments from in¬

structors completing the forms indicated a need for a space to mark

"not applicable, or unknown." Without such a response available some

instructors left a blank space while others indicated a score of zero.

The use of zero score indicates teacher knowledge that a particular

behavior never occurs. The responses did not always accurately reflect

what was intended in those cases.

On the original form the information on race and sex is not in

a prominent position and there is no place to indicate special infor¬

mation such as the program label being studied here.

It was determined that separate forms for each group would be

more effective than attempting to use the same form with different

cover sheets or supplements because of the different information

needed from the control and experimental groups.

The modifications made are not believed to significantly or

substantially alter the information gathered. They are expected

to increase accuracy and understanding both for the person completing

the form and for the researcher.

Scoring

The Florida Key is scored by simply adding up the responses

entered for each question. Both a raw score and a mean score are

calculated. The raw score only has meaning if all questions are

answered between 0 and 5. Since the scale is composed of all positive

questions, the higher the score, raw or mean, the more positive is
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the perception of the instructor and therefore the higher or more

positive is the self-concept of the student (as learner) inferred

to be. The lower the raw or mean scores are, then the lower or

less positive are the instructor's perceptions and the inferred

self-concept.

A mean of the means of all Florida Keys completed by an instructor

will be calculated and used to assign a numerical value to the per¬

ceptions of the instructors. Mean scores will be used when students

are the unit of analysis.

The original form, the control form, and the experimental form

are presented in Appendix A.



CHAPTER VI

DATA COLLECTION

Procedure

The Academic Dean's office was requested and subsequently agreed

to administer the col lectionofthe data in an attempt to increase the

response rate and reduce any possible reaction to the author's position

at Central Florida Community College.

Each instructor included in the study received a package of

materials through campus mail. The package contained the following

items:

(1) A letter from the Dean explaining the study, providing

directions for completing the forms, and detailing the expected time

of return.

(2) One modified Florida Key form for each student subject to

be evaluated by the instructor.

A copy of the letter from the Dean is in Appendix A.

The packages were distributed through campus mail and were timed

to arrive in instructors' mailboxes on a Monday morning. The instruc¬

tors were requested to return them to the Dean's office by Friday be¬

cause of the minimal time needed to complete the forms. Those instruc¬

tors who did not respond by Thursday received a reminder letter. A

copy of that letter is in Appendix A.

The instructor's name did not appear on the Florida Key form at

all; nor was any special coding required. There was very little
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overlap of students among instructors because of a relatively large

population of students from which to sample. It was a simple matter

of matching the student's name on the completed form with a master

list of instructors and students participating in the study. In

the event that the same student was selected to be evaluated by two

instructors, a small blue dot appeared on the back of the Florida

Key form in the lower left hand corner. A corresponding dot appeared

next to the instructor's name on the master list. That coding was

not necessary if one instructor was in the experimental group and one

was in the control group. The difference in the modified Florida

Key forms was used to determine with which instructor that student

belonged.

This lack of name or code should have helped to create a feeling

of anonymity which should have increased honesty and willingness to

participate. It should have further served to direct the instructor's

focus toward the student rather than on him or herself as he or she

completed the form.

If the forms were not received by Monday morning following the

Friday deadline, the Specilaist in the Academic Dean's office con¬

tacted, by telephone, instructors with outstanding forms and requested

that they return them as quickly as possible.

All forms were returned to the Academic Dean's office by the

middle of the second week of the study. They were then turned over

to the author for analysis.



CHAPTER VII

DATA ANALYSIS

Response Rate

A 100 percent return of Florida Key forms was achieved. However,

not all forms returned were usable. As depicted in Table 1, two

instructors in the control group indicated they knew that one or more

of the students were Basic Education/Special Services students. One

instructor knew of one student while the other instructor knew for three

students.

Table 1
Instructors in the Control Group Who Knew the Students

Were Basic Education/Special Services Students

1. no. of instructors who had knowledge of 1 of 4 1
2. ll II " " » " » 2 of 4 0
3. ii n " " " " 11 3 of 4 1
4. ll ll " " 11 " » 4 0f 4 0
5. total no. of instructors who had knowledge 2
6. total no. of students known 4

The scores for the students known to be Basic Education/Special
Services students were deleted from the data.

In addition, sixteen of the thirty-two instructors failed to

complete one or more of the Florida Key forms. A breakdown by group

status and number completed is found in Table 2.
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Table 2
Completion Rate of Florida Key Forms for

the Control and Experimental Group Instructors

Control Experimental
1. no. completing 4 of 4 ~T~ 8
2. " " 3 of 4 2 6
~T. n 0 2 of 4 6 2
~T. " " 1 of 4 1 0
\T. n 11 0 of 4 0 0

The most commonly reported reason for not completing the forms

was that the student had either dropped earlier or had not attended

enough for the instructor to have sufficient information upon which

to base responses. This occurred despite the student sampling popu¬

lation being drawn from the Central Florida computer using an indicator

of currently enrolled in those courses.

Group Composition

Table 3 indicates the number of students' Florida Key scores

used in the study after subtracting non-completed forms and forms

for students in the control group whose program status was known.

The numbers are broken down into racial and sexual characteristics.

Table 3
Racial and Sexual Composition of Control and Experimental

Groups by Students After Omissions and Deletions

Control Experimental
1. white male 15 15
2. white female 10 12
3. black male n 12
4. black female n 15
5. total white 25 27
6. total black 22 27
7. total male 26 27
8. total female ~21~ 27
9. total N 47 54

While the race and sex of instructors were not variables used

in this study, that information is provided in Table 4.
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Table 4
Racial and Sexual Composition of Control
and Experimental Groups by Instructors

Control Experimental
1. white male 10 14
2. white female 4 1
3. black male 1 1
4. black female 1 0
5. total white 14 15
6. total black 2 1
7. total male 11 15
8. total female 5 1
9. total N 16 16

Scores

The scores reported by instructors in both groups are presented

in Table 5. The mean score for each student as well as a mean of

those means for each instructor is included.

Table 6 presents the students' mean scores divided by race,

sex and group membership. It also includes N, mean, sum of X, sum

of X squared, sum of squares,and standard deviation for each group.

Table 7 compares instructors means for the control and experi¬

mental groups. It also contains total group mean, sum of X, sum of

X squared, sum of squares, and standard deviation for each group.

Three Way Analysis of Variance

Originally,a three way analysis of variance using instructors'

means had been planned. Instructors were to have been randomly

assigned to only one cell within a three way paradigm of program

label, race and sex. That design would have made each cell distinct

and would have equalized the influence of each instructor.

However, since over half of the instructors failed to complete

one or more forms, it was impossible to randomly assign them to the

various cells.
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As an alternative a three-way analysis of variance was completed

using all students' mean scores. It was executed using the Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (Nie et al., 1975) computer program

three-way analysis of variance with the regression solution. The

regression solution was used because of the unequal numbers among the

groups. That solution is recommended by SPSS for unequal numbers.

One limitation and clear possible source of error recognized
is the unequal influence of instructors. The regression solution

should have minimized this error but it cannot be considered totally
eliminated.

The only significant F value achieved was for main effects by
race. It was significant at .021. with blacks rated lower than whites.

Main effects by experimental category approached significance at .057.

It is important to note that the numerical trend was for higher scores

when the instructors knew explicitly that the students had participated
in Basic Education/Special Services.

No other main effects, two-way or three-way interactions yielded
values of significant levels. The results of the entire program are

presented in Table 8.



Table5

StudentMeanScoresbyRace,Sex,andInstructorand Instructors'MeansintheControlandExperimentalGroups
ControlGroup Instructor

'sStudent's
Student's

Instructor's
Student's

Student's

Race/Sex

Race/Sex

MeanScore

Race/Sex

Race/Sex

MeanScore

I.WF

1.WF

C/D

5.WM

1.WF

NC

2.WM

2.0

2.WM

2.60

3.BF

C/D

3.BF

3.60

4.BM

C/D

4.BM

4.14

Instructor's
Mean=2.0

Instructor'sMean
=3.45

2.WM

1.WF

4.44

6.WM

1.WF

NC

2.WM

NC

2.WM

3.58

3.BF

NC

3.BF

C/D

4.BM

3.29

4.BM

2.0

Instructor's
Mean=2.0

Instructor'sMean
=2.79

3.WM

I.WF

4.20

7.WF

1.WF

4.95

2.WM

3.63

2.WM

4.37

3.BF

NC

3.BF

3.25

4.BM

NC

4.BM

4.43

Instructor's
Mean=3.91

Instructor'sMean
=4.25

4.WF

1.WF

2.45

8.WF

1.WF

4.60

2.WM

2.89

2.WM

4.13

3.BF

2.87

3.BF

NC

4.BM

3.94

4.BM

NC

Instructor's
Mean=3.04

Instructor'sMean
=4.36

W=white

M=male

NC=

notcompleted

B=black

F=female

C/D=
:completedbutdeleted



Table5-continued

ControlGroup(cont.) Instructor Race/Sex
's

Student's Race/Sex

Student's MeanScore

Instructor's Race/Sex

Student1s Race/Sex

Student's MeanScore

9.WM

1.WF

1.50

13.WM

1.WF

2.14

2.WM

1.80

2.WM

1.89

3.BF

0.00

3.BF

1.88

4.BM

1.18

4.BM

1.75

Instructor's
Mean

=1.27

Instructor'sMean
=1.91

10.BF

1.WF

3.00

14.WM

1.WF

3.17

2.WM

3.53

2.WM

3.76

3.BF

2.94

3.BF

0.28

4.BM

3.61

4.BM

3.61

Instructor's
Mean

=3.27

Instructor'sMean=2.70

11.WM

1.WF

NC

15.WM

1.WF

3.67

2.WM

3.37

2.WM

3.95

3.BF

2.29

3.BF

3.23

4.BM

NC

4.BM

3.17

Instructor's
Mean

=2.83

Instructor'sMean
=3.50

12.BM

1.WF

NC

16.WM

1.WF

NC

2.WM

3.54

2.WM

4.27

3.BF

1.60

3.BF

4.60

4.BM

4.46

4.BM

NC

Instructor's
Mean

=3.20

Instructor'sMean
=4.43

W=whiteM=maleNC=notcompleted B=blackF=femaleC/D=completedbutdeleted



Table5-continued

ExperimentalGroup Instructor's
Student's

Student's

Instructor's
Student's

Student's

Race/Sex

Race/Sex

MeanScore

Race/Sex

Race/Sex

MeanScore

1.WM

1.WF

NC

5.WM

1.WF

3.05

2.WM

4.25

2.WM

1.73

3.BF

3.00

3.BF

3.93

4.BM

3.19

4.BM

1.00

Instructor'sMean
=

3.48

Instructor'sMean
=2.43

2.WM

1.WF

4.00

6.WM

1.WF

4.18

2.WM

3.80

2.WM

3.45

3.BF

2.40

3.BF

2.36

4.BM

3.25

4.BM

NC

Instructor'sMean
=

3.36

Instructor'sMean
=3.33

3.WM

1.WF

NC

7.WM

1.WF

3.25

2.WM

4.19

2.WM

2.67

3.BF

1.54

3.BF

2.00

4.BM

NC

4.BM

3.75

Instructor'sMean
=

2.86

Instructor'sMean
=2.92

4.WM

1.WF

5.00

8.WM

1.WF

NC

2.WM

4.00

2.WM

3.73

3.BF

4.47

3.BF

3.36

4.BM

4.63

4.BM

2.86

Instructor'sMean
=4.52

Instructor'sMean
=3.32

W=white

M

=male

NC=

notcompleted

B=black

F

=female

C/D

=completedbutdeleted



Table5-Continued

ExperimentalGroup(cont.) Instructor Race/Sex
's

Student's Race/Sex

Student's MeanScore

Instructor Race/Sex
's

Student's Race/Sex

Student's MeanScore

9.

WM

1.

WF

NC

13

WF

1.

WF

4.10

2.

WM

3.27

2.

WM

NC

3.

BF

2.68

3.

BF

2.63

4.

BM

1.80

4.

BM

4.21

Instructor's
Mean

=2.
58

Instructor's
Mean

=3.
65

10.

BM

1.

WF

4.00

14

WM

1.

WF

4.20

2.

WM

4.00

2.

WM

4.17

3.

BF

4.00

3.

BF

2.80

4.

BM

4.00

4.

BM

3.40

Instructor's
Mean

=4.
00

Instructor's
Mean

=3.
64

11.

WM

1.

WF

1.50

15

WM

1.

WF

2.25

2.

WM

4.89

2.

WM

3.22

3.

BF

2.94

3.

BF

3.63

4.

BM

NC

4.

BM

5.00

Instructor's
Mean

=3.
11

Instructor's
Mean

=3.
52

12.

WM

1.

WF

4.00

16

WM

1.

WF

4.78

2.

WM

4.25

2.

WM

4.41

3.

BF

4.38

3.

BF

NC

4.

BM

4.31

4.

BM

NC

Instructor's
Mean

=4.
23

Instructor's
Mean

=4.
59

W=whiteM=maleNC=notcompleted B=blackF=femaleC/D=completedbutdeleted
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Table 6
Students' Mean Scores as Factors of Race, Sex and

Group Membership with N, Mean, Sum of X, Sum of X2,
Sum of Squares and Standard Deviation for Each Group

Experimental Control
Black
Males 5.00

4.63
4.31
4.21
4.00
3.75
3.40
3.25
3.19
2.86
1.80
1.00

N = 12
M = 3.45
EX = 41.40
EX2 = 157.52
SS = 14.69
SD = 1.15

4.46
4.43
4.14
3.94
3.61
3.61
3.29
3.17
2.00
1.75
1.18

N = 11
M = 3.23
EX = 35.58
EX2 = 127.57
SS = 12.48
SD = 1.12

Black
Females 4.47 4.60

4.38 3.60
4.00 3.25
3.93 3.23
3.63 2.94
3.36 2.87
3.00 2.29
2.94 1.88
2.80 1.60
2.68 0.28
2.63 0.00
2.40
2.36
2.00
1.54

N = 15 N = 11
M = 3.07 M = 2.41
EX = 46.12 EX = 26.54
EX2 = 152.36 EX2 = 83.41
SS = 10.56 SS = 19.38
SD = .87 SD = 1.39
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Table 6 - continued

Experimental Control
White
Males 4.89 4.37

4.41 4.27
4.25 4.13
4.25 3.95
4.19 3.76
4.17 3.63
4.00 3.58
4.00 3.54
3.80 3.53
3.73 3.37
3.45 2.89
3.27 2.60
3.22 2.00
2.67 1.89
1.73 1.80

N = 15 N = 15
M = 3.73 M = 3.29
EX,= 56.03 EX = 49.31
EX¿ = 217.87 n¿ = 172.39
SS = 8.58 SS = 10.29
SD = .78 SD = .86

White
Females 5.00 4.95

4.78 4.60
4.20 4.44
4.18 4.20
4.10 3.67
4.00 3.17
4.00 3.00
4.00 2.45
3.25 2.14
3.05 1.50
2.25
1.50

N = 12 N = 10
M = 3.69 M = 3.41
EX = 44.31 EX = 34.12

= 174.95 = 128.37
SS = 11.33 SS = 11.95
SD = 1.01 SD = 1.15
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Table 7
Instructors' Means for Control and Experimental

Grouos, Including Group Means, Sum of X,
Sum of X , Sum of Squares and Standard Deviation

Control Experimental

1. 2.00 1. 3.48
2. 3.86 2. 3.36
3. 3.91 3. 2.86
4. 3.04 4. 4.52
5. 3.45 5. 2.43
6. 2.79 6. 3.33
7. 4.25 7. 2.92
8. 4.36 8. 3.32
9. 1.27 9. 2.58
10. 3.27 10. 4.00
11. 2.83 11. 3.11
12. 3.20 12. 4.23
13. 1.91 13. 3.65
14. 2.70 14. 3.64
15. 3.50 15. 3.52
16. 4.43 16. 4.59

N = 16 N = 16
M = 3.17 M = 3.47

EX = 50.77 EX = 55.54
IX¿ = 173.53 EX2 = 198.80
SS = 12.48 SS = 6.00
SD = .91 SD = .63
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Table 8
Results of a Three Way Analysis of Variance

By Race
Sex
Experimental Category

Source of Variation
Sum of
Squares DF

Mean
Square F

Signif.
of F

Main Effects 12.025 3 4.008 3.755 0.014
R 5.895 1 5.895 5.523 0.021
S 1.918 1 1.918 1.797 0.183
E 3.977 1 3.977 3.726 0.057

2-Way Interactions 2.637 3 0.879 0.823 0.484
R S 2.523 1 2.523 2.363 0.128
R E 0.034 1 0.034 0.032 0.858
S E 0.120 1 0.120 0.112 0.738

3-Way Interactions 0.581 1 0.581 0.545 0.462
R S E 0.581 1 0.581 0.545 0.462

Explained 14.558 7 2.080 1.948 0.071

Residual 99.266 93 1.067

Total 113.823 100 1.138

101 cases were processed
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CHAPTER VIII

INTERPRETATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Interpretation of Data Analysis

Hypothesis One

The data gathered and analyzed in this study fail to reject the

hypothesis of no difference based on knowledge of program label.

The difference did approach a significant level (.057) using the

three-way analysis of variance. Unexpectedly, perhaps, the tendency

is toward an expectation for higher self-concepts for students when

the professors know that the students are, or have been, Basic

Education/Special Services students.

Development of self-concept in students and positive expecta¬

tions of students by instructors are goals of the Basic Education/

Special Services program. Possible explanations of this positive

trend need to be considered.

As mentioned earlier, the program's research, indicating that

the retention and graduation rate for high risk Basic Education/

Special Services students is equivalent to the rate for the tradi¬

tional students, has been widely disseminated on the Central Florida

campus. It is possible that instructors have assimilated and in¬

tegrated that information into their evaluation process of new

students. It could increase their expectations for success for these

students and consequently lead them to project, or infer, higher

self-concepts for those students.
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It is also possible that when the experimental group was told

explicitly that students were Basic Education/Special Services

students, those instructors may have assumed that the students had

already successfully completed a number of college credits. An as¬

sumption of previous success could have conceivably led those

instructors to respond more positively (higher scores) to the various

questions on the Florida Key.

Another explanation may hinge on instructors' past experiences

with students they knew to be in Basic Education/Special Services.

The rhetoric and protests about the program may be more isolated

than expected. In fact, many instructors may have had positive

past experiences and are merely reporting expectations based on

those experiences.

It must be remembered, however, that only a trend was indicated.

Follow-up studies would definitely seem to be indicated. It would

be important to know if the variance in the difference increases

or decreases with time. A study of non-Basic Education/Special

Services students, using the same instrument, would be useful for

comparing scores.

If it could be established that the Basic Education/Special

Services label has no particularly negative affects on instructors'

perceptions, then perhaps a similar study using random labeling

of both Basic Education/Special Services and non-Basic Education/

Special Services students .would yield more precision to the analysis

of the role of the program label in developing teacher expectancies.

Hypothesis Two

The data indicate that the hypothesis of no difference in

mean scores for black and white students must be rejected. The
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difference was significant at the .021 level. Blacks were rated

significantly lower than whites.

The three-way analysis of variance, using the regression

solution, yielded no interactions between or among race, sex and

program label. Specific studies of race would be useful in attempt¬

ing a determination of the genesis of this variance. It may be that

the variance is the product of expectations related to academically

irrelevant socioeconomic data. It may be, however, that the variance

is a reflection of professors' predictions based on experience as

suggested by Dusek (1975) in his studies.

Additional research might include an examination of the re¬

lationship between professors' inferred self-concept of students

and subsequent success rates of the students in those classes.

It is not clear from the present data whether any biasing of

education is occuring, nor was that an objective of this research.

Hypothesis Three

The hypothesis of no difference based on students' sex is

accepted. There seemed to be little or no indication of variance

based on sex. This variable, as a primary area of concern, could

probably be deleted from future studies of the Basic Education/

Special Services program.

Hypothesis Four

The hypothesis that there will be no significant difference

between mean scores on modified Florida Keys for any group combina¬

tion of program label, race and sex is accepted. The three-way

analysis of variance, using the regression solution, indicated no

two-way or three-way interactions as being significant. This
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hypothesis, however, should be tested again in any subsequent studies

of the program. It could add an extra measure of understanding.

Conclusion

The primary purpose of this study was to determine whether

knowledge of students being Basic Education/Special Services students

was related to instructors' perceptions measured as inferred self-

concept of those students. To that end, this study has been incon¬

el usive.

While the hypothesis of no difference based on program label

was accepted, it approached significance to the extent that the

question must remain open for re-examination.

The fact that the numerical trend was for higher expectations

when the label was known was neither expected nor predicted by those

involved with the research or by the literature surveyed. The ex¬

planation and interpretation of the trend continue to be open for

discussion.

It was evident from the results of the data collection that

the design used in this study and the originally planned analysis

could be seriously affected by the behavior of both students and

instructors in a college setting.

The research concerning program labels or ability grouping

done at the elementary and secondary schools seems to bear little

resemblance to the results of this study. This study may have added

an entirely new dimension to the understanding of the dynamics of

the labeling of students and must certainly be of interest to anyone

involved with this type of program in higher education.
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Finally, this study indicates a need for in-depth studies of

the Basic Education/Special Services program at Central Florida

Community College. It must be determined whether this is merely

an isolated program which seems to make a difference or whether

there are underlying general principles and procedures which might

be duplicated at other institutions. If those principles and pro¬

cedures do exist and can be discovered, then more meaningful gains

might be made in the attempt to provide real opportunities for all

students in higher education.



APPENDIX A

FORMS AND LETTERS



FLORIDA KEY

VERY
NEVER: 0 SELDOM: 1

ONCE IN OCCASION- FAIRLY VERY
AWHILE: 2 ALLY: 3 OFTEN: 4 OFTEN: 5

Name of student to be evaluated

Compared with other students of the same age, does this student:

1. get along with other students?
2. get along with the teacher?
3. keep calm when things go wrong?
4. say good things about his school?
5. tell the truth about his school work?

RELATING:

6. speak up for his own ideas?
7. offer to speak in front of the class?
8. offer to answer questions in class?
9. ask meaningful questions in class?
10. look people in the eye?
11. join in school activities?
12. talk to others about his school work?

ASSERTING:

13. seek out new things to do in school on his own?
14. offer to do extra work in school?
15. write independently?

INVESTING:

16. finish his school work?
17. pay attention to class activities?
18. do his school work with care?
19. exhibit goal-setting behavior?
20. recognize realistic limitations?

COPING:

TOTAL:

Teacher:
Student's: Sex Age Grade

(ORIGINAL FORM)
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THE FLORIDA KEY: A SCALE TO INFER LEARNER
SELF-CONCEPT (College Modified)

Student: Sex: Male Female

Race: Black White Other

VERY ONCE IN OCCASION- FAIRLY VERY
NEVER: 0 SELDOM: 1 AWHILE: 2 ALLY: 3 OFTEN: 4 OFTEN: 5

Compared with other students of the same age, does this student:

Not Applicable
or Unknown

1. get along with other students?
2. get along with the instructor?
3. keep calm when things go wrong?
4. say good things about the college?
5. tell the truth about his/her work?
6. speak up for his/her own ideas?
7. offer to speak in front of the class?
8. offer to answer questions in class?
9. ask meaningful questions in class?
10. look people in the eye?
11. join in college activities?
12. talk to others about his/her work?
13. seek out new things to do in class

on his/her own?
14. offer or ask to do extra work?
15. write independently?
16. finish his/her work?
17. pay attention to class activities?
18. do his/her work with care?
19. exhibit goal-setting behavior?
20. recognize realistic limitations?

To your immediate knowledge has this student taken coursework in the
Basic Education/Special Services Department? Yes No
I don't know

(CONTROL FORM)
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THE FLORIDA KEY: A SCALE TO INFER LEARNER
SELF-CONCEPT (College Modified)

Student:

Race: Black White Other

Sex: Male Female

Basic Education/Special Services: Yes No

NEVER: 0
VERY
SELDOM: 1

ONCE IN
AWHILE: 2

OCCASION¬
ALLY: 3

FAIRLY
OFTEN: 4

VERY
OFTEN: 5

Compared with other students of the same age, does this student:

Not Applicable
or Unknown

1. get along with other students?
2. get along with the instructor?
3. keep calm when things go wrong?
4. say good things about the college?
5. tell the truth about his/her work?
6. speak up for his/her own ideas?
7. offer to speak in front of the class?
8. offer to answer questions in class?
9. ask meaningful questions in class?
10. look people in the eye?
11. join in college activities?
12. talk to others about his/her work?
13. seek out new things to do in class

on his/her own?
14. offer or ask to do extra work?
15. write independently?
16. finish his/her work?
17. pay attention to class activities?
18. do his/her work with care?
19. exhibit goal-setting behavior?
20. recognize realistic limitations?

(EXPERIMENTAL FORM)
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TO: Selected Faculty Members

FROM: Robert F. Ritterhoff, Dean of Instructional Services

You are being asked to take just a few minutes of your time to parti¬
cipate in a research study being done as part of the doctoral work of
a graduate student at the University of Florida. The study is examining
the inferred self-concept of students enrolled at Central Florida.
This research will help us all better understand the needs of our stu¬
dents. You will receive a summary of the results if you so desire.

Let me assure you that the students' rights to privacy will be upheld
at all times. Your cooperation and participation are greatly appre¬
ciated.

Directions

Enclosed are short questionnaires concerning students who are currently
enrolled in one of your classes. You are asked to rate the frequency
of various behaviors using the scale listed near the top of the page.

PLEASE DO NOT DISCUSS ANY PART OF THE SCALE WITH THE STUDENT UNTIL
AFTER YOU HAVE COMPLETED IT AND SENT IT IN.

If you do not know an answer or do not have a response to a particular
question please indicate so. Please do not use the "0" response to
indicate unknown.

Please return the completed forms to the Dean of Instructional Services
by:

Thank you for participating in this study. If you desire a summary of
the results, please putyourname at the bottom of this sheet and
return it to the Dean of Instructional Services.
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TO:

FROM: Robert Ritterhoff, Dean of Instructional Services

RE: Questionnaires for study on inferred self-concept

Recently you were sent several short questionnaires and were asked
to complete and return them. Our records indicate that we have not
received yours. However, it is possible that we are in error. If
you have already returned them, thank you very much and please dis¬
regard this reminder.

However, if you have not yet completed them, won't you please just
take a few minutes to help out. Your participation is crucial to
the success of this study. If you have lost or misplaced your
questionnaires, please call the Office of the Dean of Instructional
Services for replacement copies.

Thank you again for your participation.
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SPECIAL SERVICES PROGRAM

The Purpose

The Special Services Program of Central Florida Community

College provides a comprehensive approach to the instruction of

the nontraditional student through specifically designed academic

courses, counseling--personal, academic, and career-and tutorial

services. It is sponsored by the college and the United States

Office of Education.

Students Served

Any student with academic, financial, or physical deficiencies

may be enrolled in theacademic courses and may receive counseling

through college personnel. They also may receive intensive coun¬

seling and tutorial assistance from personnel hired through the

federal grant. These students also have access to referral services

to community and state agencies that can give specific kinds of

assistance--Vocational Rehabilitation, Division of Family Services

and others.

Selection of Students

Students may elect to be in the program or may be advised by

their counselor to enroll because of low high school grades, a low

score on the Florida Twelfth Grade Placement Test or, as in the case

of veterans or other adults, because they have been away from the

educational environment for a long period of time.
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Major Goals of the Program

A. To provide a humanistic, non-threatening learning environment.

B. To provide the supportive services needed for academic success.

Specific Program Objectives

Academic

A. To increase reading ability to a minimum acceptable level.

B. To improve writing ability to a minimum acceptable level.

C. To improve the ability to identify and solve social problems.

D. To develop math skills necessary for academic and career success.

E. To develop successful study skills.

F. To provide support in individual instruction.

Student Support

A. To assist the student in dealing with the red tape of college

procedures andregulations.

B. To provide assistance in obtaining financial support.

C. To assist in finding solutions to personal problems hindering

academic success.

D. To assist the student in obtaining needed medical information

and aid.

E. To enlist the aid of the community in fulfilling student needs.

F. To assist in curriculum innovation and modification for the

low-income and/or academically or physically disadvantaged

student.

Affective Domain

A. To improve the self-concept and attitudes toward self.

B. To integrate the student into the mainstream of the cultural

and academic college process.
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C. To foster faculty, staff and community acceptance and respect

for the student.

D. To build self-confidence in the academic environment.

E. To develop an awareness of educational or career goal.

F. To broaden the student's cultural spectrum.

Courses Offered

The Special Services Program includes basic education courses,

designed for "high-risk" students, which have been in existence since

1966--first as a remedial, non-credit program then as a full college

transfer group of courses in 1972. Courses taught in the academic

component of the program include: social science, English, reading,

mathematics and psychology of adjustment. All are college level

courses and all earn three hours college transfer credit.

Math

Goal: To teach the student math and arithmetic skills necessary

in academic or career goals.

Objective: To have 75 percent of students earn a grade of "C"

or better by the end of one term.

Strategies: Students begin working at the level of competence

they arrive with and proceed through intermediate

algebra. Individualized instruction, tutors and

a para-professional are used to help the student.

The class also meets five days per week. A pre-

and post-test are given and evaluation is by test¬

ing for competence in math skills.

Reading

Goal: To develop reading skills necessary for success in academic
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or career courses.

Objective: To have 75 percent of the reading students improving

their reading ability by two grade levels at the

completion of the course.

Strategies: Students learn vocabulary through instruction in

word attack skills, dictionary usage, word pro¬

nunciation, word meaning, usage and etymology.

They learn comprehension through instruction and

practice in recalling specific facts, picking out

main ideas in selections and by making inferences.

They work on critical reading through instruction

in recognizing implications and assumptions, anal¬

yzing arguments and understanding basic logic. A

pre- and post-test is given to determine a student's

rate of progress in reading.

English

Goal: To develop writing skills.

Objective: To have 75 percent of students write at a level

deemed necessary for success in college or career

courses by the end of the term.

Strategies: The English course involves work in the following

areas: spelling, punctuation, sentence structure,

word usage, paragraphing, outlining, revision and

essay organization. Methodology include a writing

journal, behavioral objectives, group work in

writing and individualized instruction. Students

are taught to write clearly and with organization.
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Errors in sentence construction are corrected by

repeated writing and rewrite exercises. Evaluation

of a student's progress is determined by teacher

observation of improvement and by a standardized

pre- and post-test.

Social Sciences

Goal: To develop the ability to identify and find solutions

to social problems in the American society. To be able

to list a number of cultural aspects that affect the

individual's life.

Objective: To have 75 percent of all students complete the

course by the end of the term.

Strategies: The content centers around the present-day American

society. Institutions of our society are examined

and evaluated. Pragmatic solutions to problems

are sought. Methodology involves the use of small

group interaction, problem-solving, films, paper¬

back texts, handouts and the discussion method of

teaching. The course is behavioralized with students

being able to work on any objective they choose at

a particular time. Evaluation is based on satisfac¬

tory completion of the objectives of the course. A

standardized test is administered to measure changes

in attitude over a semester.

Psychology

Goal: To facilitate the student's personal and social adjustment

and to introduce him to a choice of careers.
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Objective: To have 95 percent of all students enrolled in the

course complete all objectives by the end of the

term.

Strategies: This is a course in personal adjustment designed

to help the student understand himself. Personality

and self-concept tests are given, along with a number

of attitude and aptitude inventories. These are

then interpreted to the students, helping them be¬

come aware of their strengths and aptitudes. Tech¬

niques include group discussions, taped "rap" sessions

and structured group experiences.

Special Methods Used in All Courses

A. Warm personal relationships between instructors and students.

B. Small classes; 15 to 25 students.

C. Audio-visual equipment, including sound-on-slide, lecture

storage, photograph, video-tape.

D. Individualized instruction that allows a student to move at

his own pace.

E. Videotaping of class sessions for playback to evaluate teacher

techniques and student response.

F. Open-end, behavioralized courses.

G. Non-punitive grading.

H. A humanistic classroom atmosphere.

Teacher Attitude

One major difference between the Special Services academic program

and other traditional academic programs is the teacher-student relation¬

ship. In Special Services there is not a "distance" factor between the
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two. Instructors are more student-centered in the sense of matching

the necessity of students in learning basic skills with the necessity

of learning about themselves. They also consider it important for

instructors and students to know and accept each other in the student-

teacher relationship. So, a lot of ritual is dropped. The teacher's

desk is not his island of safety; instead he is with the student.

The blackboard and the lecture are not his main tools of communication;

the work group and the guiding process are. The teacher as "me" and

the student as "them" is gone; instead it is us.

Small Group Method

One technique used is the small group student method. Students

are divided into groups of 5 or 6 as they enroll in the class with each

group electing its own coordinator. These groups then help carry on

the work of the class, whether that might be objectives to select,

projects to complete, or day to day class work. In this way the teacher

can act as a facilitator to five groups instead of relating to one

group of 20 students.

The students seem to establish relationships easier in the small

group. They identify with group members more than with the total class.

This strategy seems to help prevent the development of "isolates" among

the students. Peer teaching is a common occurrence in these groups.

Criterion Reference

All students are taught by performance objectives and course work

is competency based. Each student is given a list of objectives which

tell him what he must do, how he is to do it, and how the objective

will be evaluated. He also knows the minimum level of performance

needed for acceptance. He is also given alternative objectives so that

he might have a choice on what he does.
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Exams

There are no final exams; each evaluation for each objective

completes that objective.

Grading System

Possibly, the most obvious difference in this program is the

grading system. The possible grades given are A, B, C, and N. The

N grade is treated like an incomplete grade in that it is not averaged

into the student's grade point average.

To change an N grade into a grade of A, B, or C, the student

re-enrolls the following semester and begins working where he stopped.

He will, in no case, repeat objectives already done.

Student Involvement

Special Services has been built around the needs of students. They

have been involved in the building and continuous evaluation of the

program and because of this have a completely student-centered educa¬

tional experience.

Tutoring

Goal: To provide individual assistance for student achievement

in the academic areas.

Objective: To provide any referred student with a tutor in any

of the basic education academic courses.

Strategies: Tutors are assigned to basic education classrooms

and are allocated to individual students by both

instructor referral and student self-referral.

Students are also assigned out-of-class individ¬

ualized help as needed.

Students are tutored both on specific classroom
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assignments (such as test retakes) and general

problem areas (such as writing deficiencies).

The tutor coordinator and the instructors select

tutors on the basis of subject area knowledge and

personality variables (can they be effective with

disadvantaged students).

The coordinator oversees all tutor activities and

acts as a liason between instructors and tutors.

The tutors instruct and guide only; they do not

grade tests or handle classroom bookkeeping.

Counselinq

Goal: To provide student support in the peripheral and non-

academic areas.

Objectives: 1. To provide assistance in obtaining financial

support.

2. To assist in finding solutions to personal

problems hindering academic success.

3. To develop an awareness of educational or

career goal.

4. To assist the student in obtaining needed

medical information and aid.

5. To enlist the aid of the community in ful¬

filling student needs.

Strategies: The program uses a full-time non-teaching counselor

whose specific duties are as follows:

1. To provide individual counseling and group

guidance.
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2. To meet with the community advisory board.

3. To acquaint students with financial aid avail¬

able in initial interview; to keep forms and

packets on hand, and to assist students in fill¬

ing them out.

4. To confer with the CFCC Financial Aid Officer

and those of other institutions to assist students

with the application process for admission and

financial aid.

5. To maintain catalogs of other institutions and

programs.

6. To maintain personal contact with admissions

and recruiting personnel at other Florida

colleges and universities.

7. To recommend students to the Talent Search Program.

8. To provide special assistance to physically

disabled students.

9. To attend local workshops, state and regional

conferences for counselors and DHEW, Division

of Student Support and Special Program personnel.

Community

Goal: To involve the local community in education for the dis¬

advantaged.

Objective: To enlist the aid of community agencies in fulfilling

student needs.

Strategies: 1. The formation and regular meetings of a community

advisory group.
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2. Meetings of the Special Services staff with

community leaders and organizations to acquaint

the area with the program purposes.

3. Referral of students via the program counselor

to appropriate community agencies such as Social

Security Administration, Mental Health Institute,

Vocational Rehabilitation, Munroe Memorial

Hospital, Shands Teaching Hospital, the Bureau

of Blind Services, and the Health Department.

4. Participation by local community clubs, examples

being the Pilot's Club scholarship fund and the

Lioness Club donation of Braille dictionaries.

5. The maintenance of contact with high school

teachers and administrators, also school board

personnel from Marion, Citrus, and Levy counties.

Evaluation and Research

Goal: To evaluate the effectiveness of the Special Services Program.

Objective: To identify the strengths and weaknesses of the program

by descriptive survey and outside evaluation data.

Strategies: 1. An evaluation by Miami-Dade I Division staff

under Dr. Dwight Burrough in 1971-72.

2. An evaluation by Southern Association Accredita¬

tion Committee in 1974.

3. A summary statement by Dr. John Roueche in 1976.

4. Follow-up studies of students after they leave

CFCC as required by the federal proposal.

5. Yearly tabulation of retention and degrees given.
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6. Comparison of Special Services and non-Special

Services retention and graduation rates.

7. Pre and post standardized testing in reading

and English.

8. Student evaluation of Special Services instruc¬

tors.

9. Yearly evaluation of staff by director.10.Yearly evaluation of director by staff.

Research

Retention and Graduation Figures

Two basic but different types of retention studies are done by

the CFCC Special Services program. The first is a total enrollment

versus total graduation over a defined time span. This type of study

does not take into account new enrollments during the time span or new

graduates after.

The other type uses a single population reduction system; that is,

it takes a first time in col lege group (fall term, 1972), and carries

it through successive terms until the students have graduated, are

attending without graduation, or have stopped attending.

The first series of graphs detail the retention of disadvantaged

students over a three year period and compares the program's population

with the rest of the campus. It employs a single population reduction

method.
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I. Overall Retention
%

NSS = 438

31?,

F1g. 1 is the retention rate of the non-Spec1al Services student.
%

F1g. 2 Is the retention rate of those students taking two or more
courses 1n the Special Services Program.
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*

Fig. 3 1s the retention rate of the control group population (those students with
below 150 (25th percentile and below) on the Florida Twelfth Grade Placement
test who had no courses or only one course 1n the Special Services Program.

%

F1g. 4 1s the retention rate of the full package (4 courses only) of the Special
Services Program.
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The second set of figures is different kinds of black American

retention studies.

Study A - CFCC Black American Enrollment and Graduation

Sept. 1972 - Dec. 1976

All College (Sp Srvs. Included) Special Services Only
Total Enrolled = 1190 Total Enrolled = 474
Total Graduates = 138 Total Graduates = 96
Per Cent = 12% Per Cent = 20%

Study B - CFCC Black American Single Population Retention

Sept. 1972 - May 1975

Non-Special Services
First Time Enrollment = 19
Lost = 18
Retained w/o Graduation = 1

" via " = 0
Total Retained = 1
Per Cent = 5%

Special Services
First Time Enrollment = 46
Lost = 29
Retained w/o Graduation = 5

" via " = 12
Total Retained = 17
Per Cent = 37%

Study C - CFCC Black American Graduate Comparisons

Sept. 1972 - Dec. 1976

Non-Special Services Special Services
Total Enrolled = 716 Total Enrolled = 474
Total Graduates = 42 Total Graduates = 96
Per Cent = 6% Per Cent = 20%
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In studies A & B total enrollment figures are generated from

Sept. 1972 but total graduates are generated from May 1974 forward.

In all the studies all black Americans taking only one Special

Services course are not counted as Special Services students.

Study C is a comparison of Special Services black graduates with

non-Special Services black graduates.

The Florida state average for the graduation of minorities is

8%. Central Florida has one ofthe highest minority graduation rates

in the state.

Theoretical and Philosophical Foundations

The purpose of this section is to discuss various aspects of the

Special Services Program at Central Florida Community College which

seem to be contributing to retention and graduation of nontraditional

students. An attempt will be made to provide background, rationale

and supporting data on techniques and approaches.

Dr. John Roueche of the University of Texas at Austin is one

of the foremost authorities on "nontraditional" student education.

After years of studying both successful and unsuccessful programs,

Dr. Roueche published his recommendations in Catching Up: Remedial

Education, (1973).

Following are the recommendations and explanations of how they

are being practiced at C.F.C.C.

Recommendation: #1

The community college should emphasize and work to achieve its

goal of serving all students in its community.

C.F.C.C. has done this in many ways of course, but the establishment

and maintenance of a strong Special Services Program has served
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notice to our community that we do intend to serve any student who

will give us the opportunity to do so.

Roueche is quick to point out that administrative support is

critical, and particularly from the chief executive. The current

program at C.F.C.C. has, from its inception, received such support

from the highest administrators. It is only fair to note that such

support is not always the path of least resistance for those adminis¬

trators. They have to deal with other sectors of the campus whose

self-interests, lack of long range vision, or other reasons, attempt

to impede or terminate the effectiveness of the program or the program

itself. Support must be strong enough to allow the program to develop

sufficiently to stand on its own merits.

Recommendation: #2

A separately organized division of developmental studies should

be created with its own staff and administrative head.

In Roueche's studies and many others reported in the literature

it has become apparent that the "wholistic" approach is the most

successful with nontraditional students. Most frequently, nontradi-

tional students have a long history of limited success in most academic

areas. These students develop attitudinal and self-concept problems

which affect their social and family lives as well as academic.

These problems are not dealt with as effectively by a piecemeal

series of courses and experiences as a concerted effort by a team

of specialists.

When the energy of the team is directed and self-reinforcing, a

total atmosphere and environment is established which can support the

students while they get to where they want to be. Helping a student
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in one subject may be of little value if he is failing his other

courses, cannot get financial aid, or is having personal problems.

Because of the diverse and complex needs which come with these students

there must be a close understanding and working relationship among

those involved. This leads to Roueche's next recommendation.

Recommendation: #3

Only instructors who volunteer to teach nontraditional students

should ever be involved in developmental programs.

The personnel in the Special Services Program at C.F.C.C. are

there because they want to be. It is not a matter of the newest

instructors being "stuck" with the classes others do not want, or a

matter of "fitting something in" for "those" students after other

needs have been met.

However, just having developmental courses as the primary focus

of several instructors does not insure a successful program. Several

years ago a study was done by a group of University of Florida pro¬

fessors to discover "the best" teaching methods. In traveling all

over the United States they found that most people in most places

could identify the "good" teachers. However, these "good" teachers

had few characteristics in common. What they seemed to share was

an attitude about people, and particularly about students. Combs,

Avila and Purkey, in their book, Helping Relationships (1971), found

that the following characteristics distinguished good "helpers" from

poor ones:

Able-unable. Helpers perceive others as having the
capacity to deal with their problems. They believe that
people can find adequate solutions to events, as opposed
to doubting the capacity of people to handle themselves
and their lives (teachers, counselors, priests, and
professors).
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Friendly-unfriendly. Helpers see others as being
friendly and enhancing. They do not regard them as
threatening to themselves, but see people as essentially
well-intentioned rather than evil-intentioned (teachers
and counselors).

Worthy-unworthy. Helpers see other people as being
of worth rather than unworthy. They see them as possess¬
ing a dignity and integrity which must be respected and
maintained; they do not see people as unimportant beings
whose integrity may be violated or treated as of little
account (teachers, counselors, and professors).

Internally-externally motivated. Helpers see people
and their behavior as essentially developing from within
rather than as a product of external events to be molded
and directed; they see people as creative and dynamic
rather than passive or inert (teachers and professors).

Dependable-undependable. Helpers see people as
essentially trustworthy and dependable in the sense of
behaving in lawful ways. They regard the behavior of
people as understandable rather than capricious, unpre¬
dictable, or negative (teachers, counselors, and professors).

Helpful-hindering. Helpers see people as being
potentially fulfilling and enhancing to self rather than
impeding or threatening. They regard people as important
sources of satisfaction rather than as sources of frustra¬
tion and suspicion (teachers). (Combs, Avila & Purkey,
1971, pp. 12-13).

The translation of these attitudes into day-to-day behavior

is what is meant by a humanistic classroom atmosphere. These

attitudes are manifested in behaviors from simple courtesy to in-

depth personal counseling. However, these attitudes are also

structured into the program in several ways. These structures

fulfill some of Dr. Roueche's other recommendations.

Recomnendation: H

All developmental courses should carry credit for graduation or

program certification.

As has already been stated, most nontraditional students come

with moderate or no successful academic experiences. It is doubtful

that anyone needs to make it explicit by making them start below

"college level" or by not giving them credit for what they are doing.
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That procedure transmits to them our lack of confidence in them and

reaffirms their self-concept as unable or unworthy. If we begin by

indicating that they cannot make it we are merely increasing road¬

blocks to success. It must be remembered that the goal of a success¬

ful program must be to help students achieve, not to "weed them out".

At Central Florida, we have taken this recommendation to its

ultimate by having nontraditional students take up to five fully

transferable credit classes which have been modified to accommodate

those students' needs. The classes remain equivalent to other sections

of those same courses taught in the various departments on campus.

This arrangement transmits powerful messages to these students. It

tells them that we believe in them, we care about them, and perhaps

most importantly, if they continue their academic careers they will

do so because they can achieve; not because we lower our standards

or pass them out of a sense of obligation.

However, there are critics who claim that standards have been

lowered and grades earned in these classes are meaningless. These

claims are refuted by grading policies which not only maintain stan¬

dards but also fulfill Dr. Roueche's next recommendation.

Recommednation: #5

Grading policies and practices should be non-punitive.

Whether we use Benjamin Bloom's term, "mastery learning", or the

phrase criterion reference grading, we in Special Services, along with

Dr. Roueche, believe that students should be graded on a criterion

relative to the subject and not to the other students in the class.

Criterion reference grading accepts that learning assignments should

be evaluated in relationship to a predetermined standard and not
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merely a comparison of students' achievement. This approach minimizes

the competition factor and allows all students to work for their own

goals. We in Special Services agree with the mastery learning people

that if something is worth learning we do not serve our goal by

assigning derogatory grades which tell nothing about why the student

did not achieve the criterion.

In terms of standards, criterion reference establishes clear

and distinct standards which not only maintain quality in the academic

system but also clarify for the student what is to be done. In 1971,

Blumefeld, Boston and Waugh presented a paper to the American Educa¬

tional Association entitled "Effect of Criterion Reference Testing

Upon the Use of Remedial Exam Opportunities" (1971). In their study,

which has been replicated, they found that by using a higher criterion

and make-up exams, a greater percentage of students do achieve the

criterion. This is the method we employ in Special Services. We

can maintain equivalency with other departments' courses while in¬

creasing opportunities for success for our students.

To understand how this is integrated into a workable system we

must look at another of Roueche's recommendations.

Recommendation: #6

Instruction should accommodate individual differences and permit

students to learn and proceed at their own paces.

In addition to criterion reference we have developed performance

objectives and have an open-ended system which does allow students to

work at their own pace.

One of the paradoxes that faces developmental programs is that

while nontraditional students are best served in a humanistic atmo-
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sphere, they also tend to have a great need for structure. In

Roueche's studies, and more recently in Dr. K. Patricia Cross' work

(1976), it has become evident that many nontraditional students have

a learning style which relies heavily on external structure.

The use of behavioral or performance objectives imposes the

needed structure while the criterion reference testing and grading

help ensure that the objectives are being met. By keeping the

classes open-ended we reaffirm our goals of learning and success

without imposing arbitrary time boundaries.

In the reading and English classes, diagnostic tests are used

to determine where a student should start and what particular needs

he might have. He then works at his own pace until he has achieved

at least the minimum criteria.

The interweaving of the humanistic approach which tends to be

warm, but non-directive, with the behavioral approach which is

structured but tends to be cold and rigid is difficult but apparently

necessary if the program is to be successful.

Some critics may claim that this type of system may artificially

retain students. Indeed, many students will find it necessary to

remain in school longer. However, the statistics on the Special

Services Program at C.F.C.C. indicate that these nontraditional

students are graduating at an equal or higher rate than the traditional

students. They are generally not expected to do so.

One of the side effects of an effective program which should be

noted is a higher grade point average in the classes. This phenom¬

enon is frequently cited as evidence that standards are being lowered

and grades inflated. However, with nothing lower than a "C" being
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averaged in and the effect of a higher percentage of students achieving
a higher criterion when make-up exams are used, the higher grade point

average must be accepted as a normal part of these programs.

Recommendation: f7_

Curriculum offerings in developmental programs should be relevant.

This type of recommendation seems so hackneyed that it deserves

little consideration. However, with nontraditional students, it takes

on tremendously increased significance. In Roueche's review and

summary of the literature up to 1968, published in Salvage, Redirection

or Custody (1968) it was shown that most of these students were un¬

certain of their educational abilities or goals and needed to see

results and applications very quickly if they were going to persist.

The courses in the Special Services Program are well suited for

this purpose. The social science class takes a personal and contem¬

porary perspective on American society. The reading class includes

materials of personal interest and is structured so that immediate

results can be realized. The English classes also implement very

personal strategies and materials to increase the students' involve¬

ment. The personal developmental class takes cognitive data on

learning and psychology and applies it to each student's life. By

emphasizing this relevance early in their experience we enhance the

probability of their remaining in college.

Recommendation: #8

Regular college curriculum offerings should be comprehensive.

C.F.C.C. is definitely comprehensive in its offerings. This is

important for nontraditional students since they are frequently

unsure of their goals. It offers options and does not lock them into

either stereotyped programs or programs which may not fill their needs.
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Recommendation: it9

The counseling function in developmental programs must be of

real value to students.

Roueche indicates that this is one of the main problem areas

that he has encountered. It is fortunate that the Special Services

grant provides for a full-time counselor in the program. He is free

to do real counseling functions such as testing, referral, aid

assistance, career and personal counseling and institutional liason

efforts.

It has been our experience that an academic counselor assigned

directly to the developmental program and working as a team member

is the most effective. Although counselor and advisor organization

may vary it is important that all personnel be sensitive to the needs

of nontraditional students.

Recommendation: ü10

Efforts should be made to alleviate the abrupt transition from

developmental studies to traditional college curricula.

This recommendation has been implemented at two levels - here at

C.F.C.C. and at other institutions when students transfer. Strategies

for the transition on this campus include formal and informal dis¬

cussions in almost all Special Services classes on survival skills,

such as drop and add, different testing techniques, etc. Also, many

formal and informal contacts have been made between faculty members.

While there are no data to support the hypothesis, it seems that

attitudes of instructors outside the Special Services area have changed.

Some teachers have realized that by removing the nontraditional

students from their basic classes their burden has been lightened.
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It should have increased their success rate, although again, no data

are available. If their success rate has increased, it is quite

possible that their self-concept as teacher has also increased. If

they feel more capable of helping, then when the nontraditional student

does reach their classroom they may feel more confident to deal with

them.

Also, these instructors are receiving students who have shown

themselves capable in other college courses. The perceptions and

expectations of both students and instructors should be enhanced

by the previous success.

In an almost circular pattern of reinforcement, the Special

Services Program produces capable students who are accepted and

recognized by faculty in other areas and who change those faculty

members' attitudes about the program and more importantly about

nontraditional students.

Even after students leave the Special Services courses their

progress is monitored. Whenever they need assistance such as tutor¬

ing, they know they can come back for help. Also, when they are

ready to transfer, they often seek advice and assistance. The per¬

sonnel, and particularly the counselor, frequently make the needed

contacts and help with the necessary arrangements.

Recommendation: JU_

Once programs are established, effective recruiting strategies

should be developed to identify and enroll nontraditional students.

While the Special Services grant specifically prohibits recruit¬

ing, certain criteria have been established to screen into the program

prospective students. Those criteria have included: 150 or below
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on the Florida Twelfth Grade Placement Test, or the equivalent per¬

centile on a similar standardized test, low high school grades or

other indications of possible difficulty in traditional educational

situations.

We have also developed a reliable referral process from the other

departments to Special Services, with referrals in the past year being

made from Fine Arts, Business, Social Sciences, Vocational, Applied

Sciences, and Natural Sciences, along with referrals from the community.

When an instructor becomes aware that a student needs the kind of help

available in the Special Services program, he knows he can call and get

that student trasnferred. Most instructors have now realized that

these students will have a greater opportunity for success. It also

allows that instructor to direct his attention to his other students

without feeling he has abandoned any of them. In most cases, the

student is relieved and greatful for the new opportunity. Most of

them do manage to make a "comeback."

Recently, the Admissions Office made a positive step towards

increasing the nontraditional student enrollment by hiring a minority

recruiter. They too followed Roueche's recommendations by hiring a

minority member for the job. The Financial Aid officer has been

attempting to recruit by speaking to just the parents of high school

students. The feeling is that if the parents are aware of what is

available and going on, they are more likely to be supportive.

During Black Culture Week, the college invites black business

and community leaders to be on campus and see first hand what C.F.C.C.

has to offer. Hopefully this program will expand and develop. This

brings us full circle to again emphasizing our goal of serving all

students in the community.
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We in Special Services believe that through all of these aspects

of the program we have been able to increase our enrollment of non-

traditional students. While they are here at C.F.C.C., we believe

that their experiences will be positive and will encourage them to

stay and succeed.

While we recognize that we are only one gear in the college

machinery, we believe that our contribution in the area of retention

and graduation of nontraditional students has been most significant.
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